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Abstract: Civil infrastructure provides the physical backbone of all societies. Water supply, wastewater treatment, transportation systems, and civil structures must be sustainable over multiple decades (e.g. 20, 30, 50 years) for human populations to survive and flourish. Over such a long time-period, climate changes are inevitable. The global atmospheric system is dynamic. Weather and climates are constantly adjusting. To date the effects of carbon dioxide have been evaluated almost exclusively using a global reference frame. However, civil infrastructure is stationary and local in nature. A locational reference frame is introduced here as an alternative framework for evaluating the effect of carbon dioxide on civil infrastructure. Temperature data from the City of Riverside, California from 1901 to 2017 are analyzed to illustrate application of a local reference frame. No evidence of significant climate change beyond natural variability was observed in this temperature record. Using a Climate Sensitivity best estimate of 2°C, the increase in temperature resulting from a doubling of atmospheric CO₂ is estimated at approximately 0.009°C/yr which is insignificant compared to natural variability.
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1. Introduction

Civil societies are built upon sustainable infrastructure. In this context sustainability is a broad concept referring to the ability of a system to perform well over a very long period of time. Sustainable development was first defined in 1987 by the Brundtland Commission as the “ability to make development sustainable—to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [1]. To meet present needs the City of Riverside, California is implementing a 5-year Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) which includes $348 million of funded capital projects between 2016 and 2022 [2]. Over $1 billion of unfunded CIP needs have also been identified by the city.

Climate has a substantial impact on the longevity of civil infrastructure. Considerable effort has been given in recent decades to investigating and modeling the effects of climate changes especially with respect to carbon dioxide emission. Limiting carbon dioxide emissions has been suggested as a way to control global warming, avoid an increase in adverse weather events, and limit rising sea levels. Assessments to date have almost exclusively applied a global reference frame focused on assessing the warming effects of CO₂. A global perspective is of limited use to assess local climate changes impacting infrastructure.

Civil infrastructure is stationary and therefore sustainability must be assessed at the local level [3]. Cities and towns are making real-world decisions about how to spend money on local CIP projects to meet present and future needs. This paper introduces the concept of a locational reference frame for assessing the effects of CO₂. Temperature data from the City of Riverside, California is analyzed as an example illustrating the application of a local reference frame.

2. Measurements and Data Analysis

The global atmospheric system is dynamic and is constantly in a state of change and adjustment. The sun is the
primary climate change driving force. Temperature measurement stations have been installed at various locations across the globe. The number of temperature monitoring stations is decreasing and many areas across the globe do not have any temperature monitoring stations. Consequently, average surface temperature is an unreliable metric for assessing global temperature trends.

Average temperature anomalies are used to evaluate global temperature trends. An anomaly is the difference between the temperature measured at a station and the thirty-year mean. The 30-year mean value is calculated over an arbitrary period of time, and records deviations from this average. An example of global surface station temperature anomalies is provided in Figure 1 [4]. These data are widely scattered where the positive anomalies appear to cancel the negative anomalies yielding a net-zero change. Smoothing the data by calculating annual averages results in the trend shown in Figure 2 using the same dependent variable scale applied in Figure 1. The resulting trend is essentially spurious and inconclusive, clearly not a catastrophic increase.

Data does not interpret itself but requires an interpreter to provide meaning. Interpreters bring presuppositions to their analysis. Plotting data presented in Figure 2 using an expanded scale for the dependent variable results in the plot presented in Figure 3. This stretches the scale, making very small changes in the trend line appear significant. Large swings in the trend line point to a very high degree of variability in the annual average (Figure 2) as well as the underlying data (Figure 1). The end result is a widely scattered data set presented as an increase of singular values.

Presentations of climate data typically apply smoothing techniques (e.g. running means) to reveal central tendencies. Analysis results are determined by measurement location (e.g., earth’s surface or satellite), the sphere of collection (e.g., land, ocean, or both), the geographic scale (e.g., global, hemispheric, by country, local), time period selected to calculate a thirty-year mean, the smoothing technique applied, and the General Circulation Model (GCM) applied.

Not every aspect of climate can be studied using the scientific method nor validated through physical measurements. Computer models are used to analyze data sets. In science and engineering (and this paper) the term “data” refers to actual physical measurement at a point in time and space. In some temperature data sets, however, computer simulated values have been added in or data may have been arbitrarily adjusted long after the physical measurement was taken. Such practices undermine the credibility of the data set. Computer generated values are estimates, projections, or simulations and are of a different quality than physical measurements. Physical measurements represent a physical quantity whereas computer simulations represent numerical calculation.
3. Climate and Climate Change

Climate is often defined as “average weather.” In practice, climate is a statistical description of the central tendency and variability of relevant measures over a period of time and space ranging from months to thousands of years. The classical time period for defining climate is 30 years [5]. Metrics used to define climate include temperature, precipitation, wind, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, cloud cover, and solar intensity.

The US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) defined “climate change as any significant changes in measures of climate (such as temperature, precipitation, or wind) lasting for an extended period (decades or longer)” [6]. In this regard climate change is a change in statistical “measures of climate,” which may or may not reflect a permanent change or shift in the 30-year average climate in any particular location. Climate change may result from natural factors, such as solar variability [7, 8]; sun spot prevalence [9]; slow changes in the Earth’s orbit around the sun [10]; natural processes within the climate system (e.g. changes in ocean circulation) [11]; ocean surface temperature changes [12]; galactic cosmic rays [13]; changes in the earth’s reflectance [14]; human activities (e.g. carbon dioxide emissions) [15]; and changes in the land surface (e.g. deforestation [16], reforestation [17], urbanization [18], and desertification [19]).

Weather is often defined as the atmosphere’s condition at any given time and location. Metrics used to characterize weather and climate are identical (e.g. temperature, precipitation, wind, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, cloud cover, solar intensity). Weather and climate have similar underlying physics. In practice, at any particular location, weather occurs from day to day whereas climate is what may be expected based on observations of weather over the prior 30-year period.

The study of climate and climate changes is the focus of variety of disciplines including those listed in Table 1. Each discipline and scientist function within a characteristic set of presuppositions. Given differences in methods and assumptions vigorous disagreement over climate data analysis and interpretation should be expected.

4. Global Reference Frame Limitations

Climate change is studied, assessed, and discussed within the global reference frame developed by the UN International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) illustrated in Figure 4. A global frame of reference includes consideration of effects of the sun and planets [20]. Energy emitted by the sun enters the top of the earth’s atmosphere (TOA). Some of this energy is reflected (albedo) and some is absorbed within the atmosphere and/or on the surface. At any particular point in time and location the global energy balance may favor warming or cooling. A solar frame of reference is implicitly assumed as each discipline (Table 1) studies one aspect or part (s) of the overall sun, planets, earth, atmosphere, climate system. GCMs are applied to simulate the behavior of the entire system and project future global temperature changes [21]. GCM projections may be downscaled to a regional level [22]. But there are serious limitations of a solar reference frame and GCMs in general discussed below.

4.1. Surface Temperature Data Quality

There are three primary global temperature data bases; the combined Climate Research Unit (CRU)-Hadley record (HADCRU), the National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA)-GISS (GISTEMP) record, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) record. All global surface temperature data bases rely on the same underlying archive of weather station data known as the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) [23]. GHCN version 2 (GHCN v 2) compiles 31 different data archives each with differing amounts of coverage over time [24, 25]. GHCN v 2 has some data from most places in the world, but continuous coverage for the whole of the 20th century is limited to the United States, southern Canada, Europe and a few other locations. Global coverage is non-existent for maximum-minimum temperature data back to 1900.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrochronology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Microbiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phytology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Sensing Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The HADCRU, GISTEMP, and NOAA surface temperature archives rely on the same underlying input data and therefore are not independent data sets. Limitations of the GHCN affect all data sets. Sampling discontinuities, urbanization and land use changes have decreased the quality of GHCN data over time. Differences in data processing methods between research teams do not compensate for poor underlying data quality inherent in the GHCN data. A similar situation exists with historical Sea Surface Temperature (SST) data sets which are derived primarily from the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICODADS) [23].
4.2. Satellite Temperature Monitoring

Since late 1978, polar-orbiting satellites have provided an important vantage point from which to monitor climate variability and change. Average air temperature over relatively deep atmospheric layers can be monitored using passive microwave radiometers measuring thermal microwave emission from molecular oxygen which is proportional to temperature. Changes in the temperature of atmospheric layers is directly related to changes in heat content due to climate changes. Satellite temperature data sets are maintained by the University of Alabama Huntsville (UAH) [26] and the Remote Sensing System (RSS) [27].

Three primary atmospheric layers are monitored: the lower troposphere (LT), mid-troposphere, and lower stratosphere. Adjustments to satellite monitoring data are necessary to account for calibration, orbit decay, viewing angle, and instrument temperature. Corrections for these effects may be well understood and straightforward (e.g. orbit decay) or poorly understood and empirical (e.g. instrument temperature effects). Both the UAH and RSS datasets are routinely adjusted for these effects. Global temperature trends are routinely published by researchers at UAH, University of Washington, NOAA and other institutions. In general, satellite temperature measurements provide the best overall indication of climate system responses.

The procedure for merging individual satellite observations into continuous, quality time series differs between research teams and institutions. Non-climatic biases include diurnal cycle drift effect, biases due to the decay of satellite orbits, frequency shifts in the radiometer, and influence of instrument body temperatures. Consequently, differences in data-merging procedures result in different global temperature trends being generated by different research teams [28]. Discussion of analytical differences can be quite spirited [29, 30, 31, 32]. However, alternate data-merging procedures may well be equally acceptable technically, and legitimate disagreements should be expected between equally competent research teams. Discrepancies between published satellite temperature trends and re-analysis of previously published data complicates practical application of these data. Indeed, analysis of previously published results based on arbitrary changes in the raw data and/or methods and assumptions made in order to achieve a desired result destroys the credibility of the analysis.

Satellite-based temperature measurements of the lower troposphere are typically reported as the difference between current temperatures and an arbitrary mean calculated over time. Figure 5 shows the trend of monthly global temperature anomalies beginning in 1979 when satellite-based measurements began to March 2017. The departure (anomaly) is the difference between the monthly mean and the mean for the 30 year period 1981-2010. Figure 6 compares the monthly global and northern hemisphere temperature anomalies. Figure 7 compares global average temperature with the global land and global surface temperature. The resulting trends show global temperature change but provide little insight as to the cause of climate changes and actual temperature variations. From such trends inferences must be
made that changes in global average temperature correspond to fundamental changes in the climate system itself beyond natural internal variability. The horizontal temperature trend from approximately 1995 to the present may be attributed to internal climate variability [33, 34].

**Figure 5.** UAH Satellite-Based Lower Troposphere Monthly Temperature Departure from 1981-2010 Mean.

**Figure 6.** Global and Northern Hemisphere UAH Satellite-Based Lower Troposphere Monthly Temperature Departure from 1981-2010 Mean.
4.3. Computer Model Simulations

The climate system is a highly non-linear complex system with many feedbacks both positive and negative. In the global reference frame, natural processes show variations at spatial and temporal scales. Indeed, the global climate system is continually changing and does not reach an equilibrium state. The global average TOA solar irradiance is $340 \pm 0.1 \text{ Wm}^{-2}$ and based on the best available information the resultant net energy flux to the earth is $0.6 \pm 0.4 \text{ Wm}^{-2}$ [35]. The energy difference between incoming solar irradiance and net energy flux to the earth drives global climate changes.

Computer simulations involve mathematical models implemented on a computer imitating one or more natural processes. Models are based on general theories and fundamental principles, idealizations, approximations, mathematical concepts, metaphors, analogies, facts, and empirical data [36, 37]. Judgments and arbitrary choices must be made in model construction to apply fundamental laws to describe turbulent fluid flow. The large size and complexity of the atmosphere prohibit the direct application of general theory. Applying Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics to the global atmosphere is not feasible even with the fastest computers. Models of the atmosphere rely on parameterizations of physical processes that cannot be directly simulated. A parameterization is a separate mathematical model calculating the net effects of unresolved processes on the processes that can be directly simulated [36].

Sophisticated climate models (coupled ocean-atmosphere GCMs) are very complex and apply a large number of input and feedback parameters. Such atmospheric models are useful but limited in their representation of underlying physical processes. Uncertainties in climate change attribution include internal climate variability, natural forcing, anthropogenic forcing, response patterns to natural and anthropogenic forcing, and discrepancies between observed and modeled temperature variations [38, 39, 40].

Simulation-based climate predictions use the method of ensemble prediction, producing multiple simulations for predictive periods of interest with differing initial conditions, parameter values and/or model structures. The predictions of GCMs and ensembles are highly uncertain [39]. In general, ensemble model forecasts have been found unreliable for long-term climate prediction [41, 42].

5. The Locational Reference Frame

Civil infrastructure once constructed is location-specific and does not change location relative to the earth’s surface. To simplify conceptual analysis, a locational reference frame is presented here using the environmental engineering concept of “control volume.” A control volume is an imaginary boundary around the particular volume of space.
under analysis. A global reference frame control volume is the entire global, with global climate changes are modeled within a formal coordinate system (Eulerian). In contrast, a locational reference frame consists of the perimeter around a particular location (e.g. city boundaries, city block, property lines), the earth’s surface underlying the perimeter to define the bottom, and the air-space above the perimeter up to the height of the tallest structure to define the top. In the locational reference frame the control volume frame is considered fixed in space. The effects of global climate system are evaluated from the perspective of the local reference frame control volume (Lagrangian).

Within the locational reference frame standard metrics are used as measures of climate and weather (temperature, precipitation, wind, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, cloud cover, solar intensity) to define the state of the atmosphere within the control volume. Of course, changes in weather and climate are occurring outside of the control volume and wind, solar energy, and moisture pass across the control volume boundaries resulting in changes in the state of the atmosphere within the control volume (the locational reference frame). In response to global and regional climate and weather changes the overall atmospheric system will naturally adjust resulting in changes in climate metrics within the locational reference frame. Changes in temperature within the locational reference frame indicate directly the impact of global or regional weather or climate changes on that particular locational reference frame.

6. Example Application of a Locational Reference Frame

The City of Riverside is located in Southern California. Named for its location beside the Santa Ana River, the city has a population of 303,871 people (2010). Riverside is the largest city in Riverside County as well as the surrounding metropolitan area known as the Inland Empire. It is the 12th most populous city in the State of California and the 59th most populous city in the United States. It has a temperate climate. For the 30-year period 1981-2010, Riverside had a mean annual precipitation of 12.4 in/yr, a mean daily temperature of 17.1°C, a mean daily maximum temperature of 25.9°C, and a mean daily minimum temperature of 11.61°C [43].

Data were obtained from NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) Historical Observing Metadata Repository (HOMR) for two GHCN weather stations in the city. Temperature data from April 1, 1998 to April 28, 2017 were available for GHCN station USC 00047470, Riverside Fire Station No. 3 and GHCN station USW 00003171, Riverside Municipal Airport.

6.1. Riverside Fire Station No. 3

Riverside Fire Station No. 3 (USC 00047470) is located in the downtown area of Riverside (33°57'04"N, 117°23'17"W). Maximum and minimum temperature data from 1901 to 2016 are presented in Figure 8 as time series plots. Maximum daily temperatures fall within a consistent band between approximately 5 to 45°C during the entire 115-year period. Minimum daily temperatures fall within a fairly consistent band between approximately -5 to 25°C during this period. The range of daily temperatures (maximum daily temperature minus minimum daily temperature) shown in Figure 9 also demonstrates a consistent horizontal trend.

The maximum and minimum daily temperature data from 1901 to 2016 were also compared to the daily normal temperatures (NORM) calculated by NOAA for the 30-year period 1981 to 2010 [43]. Figure 10 shows the departure (measured temperature minus NORM) for maximum daily temperatures (upper) and minimum daily temperatures (lower). Both follow a horizontal trend within a wide variability band during the entire 115-year period.

6.2. Riverside Municipal Airport

Riverside Municipal Airport (GHCND USC 00003171) is located approximately 7 km southwest of downtown Riverside (33°57'07"N, 117°26'19"W). Maximum and minimum temperature data from 1998 to 2017 are presented in Figure 11 as time series plots. Maximum daily temperatures fall within a consistent band between approximately 10 to 45°C during the entire 28-year period. Minimum daily temperatures fall within a fairly consistent band between approximately -5 to 25°C during this period. The range of daily temperatures (maximum daily temperature minus minimum daily temperature) shown in Figure 12 also demonstrates a consistent horizontal trend.

The maximum and minimum daily temperature data from 1998 to 2017 were also compared to the daily NORM calculated by NOAA for the 30-year period 1981 to 2010 [43]. Figure 13 shows the departure (measured temperature minus NORM) for maximum daily temperatures (upper) and minimum daily temperatures (lower). Both follow a horizontal trend within a wide variability band during the 28-year period.

Average daily temperature data are available only for the Riverside Municipal Airport from 1998 to 2005 presented in Figure 14. The average daily temperature followed a wide horizontal temperature band from about 5 to 33°C during this 6-year period. The departure of the average daily temperature from the 1981-2010 NORM also follows a consistent horizontal trend (Figure 15).

6.3. Temperature Trend Evaluation

The maximum, minimum, and average daily temperatures for the Riverside Fire Station No. 3 and Riverside Municipal Airport fall within a wide horizontal temperature band throughout their respective monitoring periods. Within a locational reference frame, temperature changes within the control volume reflect the atmospheric and climate changes occurring outside of the control volume. The change in temperature and temperature trends measured directly reflect climate changes (e.g. increased carbon dioxide) impacting
the locational reference frame. These temperature data suggest that the 30-year average climate of Riverside overall has been relatively consistent with wide day-to-day temperature variations from 1901 to 2017. A slight increase in minimum daily temperature is noticeable at Riverside Fire Station No. 3 after 1998 (Figure 8, lower) with a corresponding slight decrease in the daily temperature range (Figure 9). This trend is most likely due to the urban heat island effect [44] resulting from increased development within and around downtown Riverside over this extended period.

Figure 8. Riverside Fire Station No. 3 maximum daily temperature (upper) and minimum daily temperature (lower), 1901-2016.

Figure 9. Riverside Fire Station No. 3 daily temperature range (maximum temperature minus minimum temperature).
Figure 10. Riverside Fire Station No. 3 maximum daily temperature (upper) and minimum daily temperature (lower) departure from the 1981-2010 daily maximum and minimum NORMs.

Figure 11. Riverside Airport maximum (upper) and minimum (lower) daily temperatures, 1998-2017.
Figure 12. Riverside Airport daily temperature range (maximum temperature minus minimum temperature), 1998-2016.

Figure 13. Riverside Airport maximum daily temperature (upper) and minimum daily temperature (lower) departure from the 1981-2010 daily average temperature NORM.
6.4. Potential Impact of Carbon Dioxide

CO$_2$ is a non-toxic trace gas constituting approximately 0.04% of the earth’s atmosphere. The global atmospheric concentration of CO$_2$ increased from a pre-industrial value of about 280 ppmv to 379 ppmv in 2005 [45]. The average CO$_2$ concentration at the monitoring station at Mauna Loa, Hawaii for May 2017 is 409.65 ppmv [46].

A rising concentration of atmospheric CO$_2$ will contribute to warming of the Earth’s atmosphere. The physics of CO$_2$ in the atmosphere is very different than the physics of the heating effect occurring in a physical “greenhouse” for growing plants [47]. The term “greenhouse effect” is commonly used to refer to the warming of the earth from “greenhouse” gases such as CO$_2$ in the atmosphere. The term “greenhouse” is not used here to refer to the Earth’s warming to avoid equivocation.

The impact of future atmospheric CO$_2$ warming on the Riverside locational reference frame must be estimated. GCMs could be applied to project future global temperatures and those projections could be downscaled to the Riverside area. However, such efforts would be potentially misleading because of the limitations of GCMs discussed previously.

Detailed assessments of the CO$_2$ effect have been performed analyzing the Earth’s energy balance in the total atmosphere column and the reduction of the upward infrared radiation emission at the tropopause. The impact of CO$_2$ on warming of the Earth is expressed in terms of “climate sensitivity,” which is the amount of warming that could be expected as a result of doubling of the CO$_2$ concentration.

Estimates of climate sensitivity differ widely suggesting that this characteristic of the climate system is not well-understood [48]. A simple model predicts that a doubling of the CO$_2$ concentration in the atmosphere would result in a small increase of the Earth’s surface temperature, from approximately 0.4 to < 0.7°C [49]. A best estimate of 2.0°C [50] is assumed here. If CO$_2$ increases at the current rate of approximately 2 ppmv per year, a temperature increase of approximately 0.009°C/yr could be expected.
7. Results and Discussion

A primary objective of Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE) is to plan, design, and build infrastructure sustainable over multiple decades (e.g. 20, 30, 50 years). Successful CEE infrastructure projects provide one or more critical functions necessary for long-term sustainable cities (Table 2). Infrastructure is needed by people regardless of the country’s, city’s or area’s level of economic development or social status. Sustainability of civil infrastructure must be addressed locally on four dimensions: technical capacity, financial viability, social acceptability, and environmental effects.

Global surface temperature data bases rely on the same underlying GHCN archive of weather station data. The poor data quality of this data base is well-documented [23] and confirmed in this study. Only maximum and minimum surface temperature data are available for the Riverside Fire Station No. 3 (USC00047470) from 1901 to 2016. Average temperature data are not available for this location. Average temperature data are available for the Riverside Municipal Airport (USC00003171) only from 1998 to 2005. Data from both stations are inadequate for assessing long-term average temperature trends. Interpretations and conclusions drawn using these data will be determined by the methods of analysis and assumptions. Here data are plotted using simple time series to reveal general trends. Although more advanced statistical analysis is possible, additional insight from such an analysis is unlikely given limited data.

To date the impact of CO₂ is assessed universally within a global reference frame. Although atmospheric CO₂ has steadily increased the average satellite global temperatures (Figures 5, 6, 7) have flattened since approximately 1995. From such trends, it must be inferred that changes in global lower troposphere average temperature correspond to fundamental changes in the climate system beyond internal variability.

Available temperature data from both the Riverside Fire Station No. 3 and the Riverside Municipal Airport demonstrate horizontal trends within a wide band of variability. Historical evidence of a significant increase in surface temperatures due to increases in atmospheric CO₂ is absent from these data.

GCMs and ensemble climate models are useful but limited in their representation of underlying physical processes. Uncertainties and other limitations discussed previously render such models unreliable for long-term global temperatures or local climate change prediction.

Table 2. Functions of Infrastructure. (Adapted from [3]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Move People</td>
<td>Streets, Highways, Subway, Bridges, Tunnels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Move Freight</td>
<td>Railroad, Maritime, Air Cargo, Local Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Provide Power</td>
<td>Electricity, Natural Gas, Steam, Nuclear, Solar, Wind, Biofuels, Wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Provide Communications</td>
<td>Telephone, Mail, Airways, Digital, Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Provide Water and Sanitation</td>
<td>Drinking Water, Sewage Treatment, Solid Waste Disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Provide Essential Structures</td>
<td>Housing, Office Buildings, Manufacturing, Retail and Trade, Public Buildings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sustainability of civil infrastructure must be addressed locally on 4 dimensions: technical sufficiency, financial viability, social acceptability, and environmental effects. To succeed long-term, a civil infrastructure project must be sustainable in all 4 dimensions. Infrastructure is stationary and therefore local. Temperatures within a locational reference frame change in response to global climate changes providing a direct assessment of global climate changes on a particular location.

Climate sensitivity may be applied to estimate the warming effect of CO₂ on the locational reference frame. Factors affecting Climate Sensitivity are not well-understood and estimates differ among researchers. Alternatively, a site-specific model could be developed to estimate the future impact of CO₂ warming on a particular location. If atmospheric CO₂ continues to increase at its current rate the small annual temperature increase expected at Riverside will likely be insignificant (e.g. < 0.01°C/yr) compared to natural temperature variability.

8. Conclusion

This study introduces the concept of a locational reference frame for assessing the impact of CO₂ on the sustainability of civil infrastructure. GHCND temperature data for the City of Riverside, California was analyzed to illustrate application of a locational reference frame. Additional development of the locational reference frame concept is needed to incorporate other weather and climate metrics (e.g. rainfall) as well other environmental effects. The locational reference frame provides a practical perspective useful for CEE project planning today.
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